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After Warren opened. that, emongely session by telling the memberd, "I called this 

neeting of the Commission because of something that happened today" -ané he turned it over 

to Rankingand Rankin, reported his phone call from Varn that morning, Ranlcin could not avoid 
the pe je 

disclosing that xt was not + Semeketreime ‘ony means a secret, mutiex thus against establish- 

Court of Inquiry 
ing that except for the fear the Texang might do something about it, nothing had 

"happened" that day . Beginning in the second line of the secon page of this transcéript 
"the source of the information" 

Rankin reported that Gemurkuxsamecxenxthexnepot that Oswald had worked undercover for the 

FBI was the presse ue said the press hadff25 to ¥ 9 40 "different versions" of this story. 

7 Daw be 

For all the secrecy and Warren's statement that it has "developed" only that day, 

on the third page pf the transcript Boggs and Cooper reveal that they knew about this 

report + mostkmexkiem before Warren informed them, Boggs from an FBI report denying it and 

Cooper from “one of the lawyers for this fellow," Jack Ruby."(Joe Tonahill's names is 

misspelled in the transcript as "Thornhille"i), whose source was said to have been Oswald 

or Ruby. But none of Ruby's lagwyers interviewed Oswald and there is no way Ruby could 

have known of that report because he was in jaile 

Of the, report Rankin foluntecred the de toot pntorna tion that "the FBI records would 
fhe FRI ameght “! AUN, Ahure Sa bed [sf bo onde! Leu, 

“Hever show it’ if Zt was true. Te | eee. page ‘Byfat the very least the FBI office running 

any informant and FBIHQ do re records on each and every informant. From my examination 

of a great number of FBI xrecords relating to its informants this is certain. 

First the field office must obtained FBIHQ permission to use the prospective informant 

for a péfiod of probation, usually about six months. Whether or not the informant survives 

the probation, each contact with him is recorded on a special form for that purpose and on 

barat (hilediin 
it an evalvation of the information is reported. hele T8 a File\for each of the different 

Mike ‘ 1 UD Je 
kinds of informaits political ox crininal, File Numbers 134 fereried iSecurity | Inf nfprmants' ) 

A [Wr (Ox what Da ‘FUL Y | Leheieat 
ceed “ile Number 137, slebetied "Criminal Informants." If the information obtained is racial), 

[7b gxtremsT Cp Famanfe. ’ 
it is filed as "Lot. ixtreni st Hettorss Civil Unrest. ** represents "Security-related 

Classification" of the site phi pfs source is the FBI'd official list of its file classifi- y. 

cations)
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yar “A. we wack, fo f Wi Vi" 5 ae 

~ They axed identifications they 

name. The neaningful identification, by the correct number or name, is on a separare 

4 t" Lowe hat Whe epee 7 

avold giving the informer's actual FBI number or his 

_e Ly Z i , 
sheet or shéts at the wend, where that ees can easily to detached Thus 

Z 
the BBI can distribute the information without identification of ita seurce or surce 

. tos an A a ee te 
But to itself it can always identify its samt xs from its own files. 

or Ah Us". 

These sources are used in what the FBI refers to as Letterhead “ “ends, This is be- 

- (putty tin ” 

cause their first page bs on an DBI letterhead. be Chew uheh tk shisx LHN's are distri- 

— . . . sm : a 
pated, the actual identification of therBi's informer is withheld. This is simplified 

py hatting them on a separate s etyat che end that it merely removed from the LHM, 
t 

It may very well be that ‘wD af after eight years as Soliticor General of the Uns tea 
A 

States the FBI never tke trusted Rankin with tAe actual idenitifications of theds’ sources 
| ait in . only substitute tor 

and infom informerd, Ia that ever he is familiar/with the uni_pumber o&-6P identification. 
. . ae ze > Th + 16 it seems unlikely that by January 22 1484 96 after getiuing FBI LHMs for almost 

_ / 

“an aankin was not aware of this old FBI sistem o# protecting its sources. 4: = 

- 
two nonths, 

Oe 

if hevas not, a he should have been. 

2 Inside the #5I, where the correct symbol iS ¢ seen- and not all inside the FBI see it- 

the correct number discloses immediate the FBI office for which the informer works and 

the kind of informing he does. 

Bach symbol begins with the stendard abbreviation for the FBI office, in two letters 

Lt then has four digits. They are followed by one or more letters. NYi234C thus tells 

pdrotls 
those who see the actual symbol replacemnt for the informer's name lnow immiedtely that 

the informer if.of the Uew York office and is a criminal informa yhl. fign is used to 

indication "security." "Security" is the FBI's avoidance of using the word “political.” 

But in each and every instance the FBI knows who the informer is who is represented 

by any lcind of number, real or temporary. Otherwise its informer system could not and 

would not worke
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whether Oswald had been an FBI informer Ranicin told them it would not be possible to 

learn the truth when in fact the FBI could have, if PPnee ye reported the truth quite 

dhiae ptrordly sawelf asthe pa oped , 
rapidly .FBIHQ has and-preserves the requisite-xweéerds. / 

Dulles also sought to play the whole vhiay dow, First he asked what use the FBI 

could have had for Oswald as an informer, answering in part that it could have been\"to 

penetrate the Fair Play for Cuba Committee," which is farcical, and then he added what 

is utterly ridiculous, that the FBI would not use "a fedlow like this, " or Oswald, 

because "You have got to watch cut for your agents," here referring to informers, not 

_ agents, because "You really have to know. Sometimes you make a mistake." Leontinued 

sonto|transoriyt mre NA 
_ Seme of 

Other neubers desoribey/ those the FEI uses as informers more accurately and poijtddly . 

at the January 27 executive session, as we shall see. 

Dulles' factually incorrect addition to Rankin's statement that is the complete 

opposite of reality helped persuade the commissioners that, as Rankin had told them, 

the FBI not only would not know- it would, if it did mow, not tell the Commission 

Ne. me Tremltigwhd Aad 
the truth. This had the effect of convince at—teast-some—what later said it Ghet their 
(ae G But want? Layrniatcah 
tasi-ies A at eban Garon fhe PRIN daytent to be honest, thof had no real task at all, They 

fo th proj. Athi, conf Proper te? 
need only have asked tHe F ut without undertaking to learn the FBI's practises the 

whol bide 
Commission was not in a position to mio wom and with¢ these childish beliefda soon 

convinced itself that it could never learn the truth and would have to accept self-serving 

statements o 

‘Ford them made a correct ahi significant observathon, that Oswald Zi"was writing Ze 

letters to both" the Vomminssts and the Trotskyites(transcript, page 7). Ford found that 

"strange." It was a clue that sh@uld have been followed and wasn’ te Oswald could not have 

gimultaneously adhered to the beliefsof bothe 

- 
Dulles then noted correctly thet the FBI had peoplpe inside those parties and had 

ni Seed for an Oswald in any such function. (Trenscrgpt, page 7)



When several members identified only with an A or a Q wondered whether Oseald could 

have served the FBI when he was in Ryssia, Dulles informed them that the FBI "have no 

facilities and have no people in Russia,” other than"American Communists who go to Russia 

under their guidance, but they navel any organization of their own in Russia." 

That ended that conjecture and an @ A (still on transcript page 7 and continuing 

onto page 8) noted "the strange thing set happened" when Oswald, "who is a defector," 

could apply for a passport " in New Orleans and come out wikk the next day with a 

passport." That A fscutrsx tis 2407 oe that- "from my observations of the 

case(s) that have come to US 5 dich joscapae passpobirts are Mf. passed out with such ease." 

Thisris quitepirue, I went into how unusual. it. was for anyone but particularly for 

one with Oswald's past to get an overnight passport in Whitewash. (See pages 124,126, 

127, 128, 130, 131-2 and 200, where 4, _X produced the New Orleans teletyped requetsing Be 31 

passports of the State Department) Although "NO" was written after Odwald's name and his 

alone» the State Department's explanation to the Commission is that NO represented New 

Orleans. When the request: was from New Orleans noting: "YO" on it to identify New Orleans 

obaviously wag not aera OD Aull abineiqaT H his [raf Fae evil 

Dulles told that. vi "TI think you are wrong on ‘that (oneransoript page 8)and follo. 5 ted 

hat with the non sequetur, that passports are good for ' ‘anywhefe except specified countries", 

that had nothing to.do with oy re speed, overnight, that Oswald did get his passporte 

While that may: have. been only coincidence, the Commission-never conducted any in- 

vestygation so it could leam-the truth, : 

:Ahd those of us-old enough. to remember may. rec&ll that withholding passports for 

political reasons-then was not- vkcommon.e 

When Yulles said. abdut passports, "You.can get thém- quick" and, A ate had to have 

been Warren responded, "I. think our General Vounsel and-I-mamx both have some experience 

in cases that have come-before our-Gourt -which. would indicate that-isn'¢% exaccly the facte 

coolhey have great idd difficulty, some of them getting a passport to go to Russia." 

The fact is that under regulations Oswald's: name should have been 4 flagged in the 
Lar [hen - 

possport office in the event he applied for p-fassport. The State Yepartment later told the
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not Commission not to worry about that overnight passport = it hed merelt goofed — three 

times on a single application!And that by one considered a defector. 

After Dulles got tired of making light of this end the others stopp ed sisagreeing 

With him Couper brought them back to the reason for that emergency executive session. He a 

asked, "How do you propose to meet this situation?" Boggs folloawed him sayi¥e, "This is a 

serious thing." (Transcript, bage 10.) And this, beginning at the top of page ip of the 

transcript, i® where they finally got down -more or less at least -to the business atbhand. 

The Pantagon stenotype transcribe missed-a few words, failed to get the names. and made a 

correctable mistake but their great fear of the FBI and.-theix correct understanding of what 

the FBI had done to them is explicits 

it I thought first you should know about it. Secondly, there is Ehds 

| Ckawh in| factor too that a prav) consideration, that 4s somewhat an issue in rats 

cage, and I suppese you are al] aware of it. That is that the FBI is very 

explicit that Oswald is the assassin or was the assassin, and they ara very 

explicit that there was no conspiracy, and they are also saying in the sane 

place that they are continuing their investigation. Mow in my experience of 

almost nine years, in the first place it is hard to get them to sey when you 

think you have got a case tight enough to convict somebedy, that that is the 

person that committed the criise. In my experience with the FBI they don’: 

do that. They claim that they don't eveluate, and it is uniform 

prior experience that they don't do that. Secondly, they have not run out 

all kinds of leads in Mexico or in Russia and so forth which they could 

| probably -- It is not onr business, it is the very -- 
{ 

\ ; een hig What is that? 

: hey haven't run out all the leads on the information 

| 2 and they could probably say -~ that isn't our business. 
\ uo he 
| : ity 4 
\ Cog . : ¥ | Rut they are concluding that there can't be a conspiracy without 

’ “those sine run out. New that is not (dlantt) from my experience with 

* the FBI. 

lowhes ] " | 4: tale net. Yeu are cuitna risht. I have seen a great many veports. 
(awkin 

hf id are they so eager to make both of those eoaginy i .Hemn in 

Lup bbw nkelI 
thé original report and their exper ental report, which 1s Bid a a departures 

» Now that ig just circumstantial evldecca, Gnd it don't prove anythtng abou 
* ae 

this, bur it raises questions. bhant have to try to find out what 2 ‘ 

Say that would give any support to the story, and report, Lt to you.



ie terrified Rankin spelled Lt outs the FBI had decided that there had -been no con= 

spiracy, that Oswald was the lene assassin, without having run out all the leads. indicating 

that there had been a-conspiracy, but if the eminences.of the Presidential Commission, with 

al} the powers granted them by the President, at least-on paper, opened their-eminent-~ 

mouths to utter a peep the FBI would. tell them that-solwing -the chime or lmoving what the 

FBI supposedly was doing to that end was none of the business of the Presidential Com~ 

mission! Uywrrles ladle oaving Ht PU ap 

Remember the puxpose - of this(executive session, to consider what. the. Soumiiasion. goulil 

in Ihe the hed fo svcd 
do about the reports that Oswald -had been an FBI. undercover: snfornoy, bn-oveluating that 

Rankin could have had in mind-when hé asked why the FBI was "so eager to make. both. -these 

conclusions," no conspiracy and Oswald as-the lone assassin, when it is, as Dulles had 

already stated, "such a departure" from FBI practisef,,Ranicin. added. that it "is -just-cir- 
(>) 

1 

cumstantial evidence," of what he did not say and wasn t asked, "and it-dondt(sic) prove - 
a 

anything about this (Oswald as working for it) but it raises questions." 
A [hey be L VEN ~ 

; Lp 
The staff had to find out, he-said, and ¥" report it to youe" They never di 3 [isd To. 

Beginning at the. top of Page 12 there was discussion of Ford's, question, "Si Who would 

know if anybody would in. the Bureau have. such an zrrangement?" Ford was so uninformed he 

assumed that someone in the FBI could have arranged for Oswald to be an informer for it 

entirely on his ote that is not possible, The Rankin rouge them.back to the earth that 

Ul 
was quaking under them: \ Butwhen the €hief Justice and I were just 

SD) reflecting 6n this we said if that was true and it ever came out and 

“* eould be esteblished, then you would have pecpla think that there was a 

conspiracy to accerplish this assassination that nething the Commissica 
ats 

cid or anybedy could dissipate. 

ana Enis is an admission. that the Commission began with the FBI's own detemmingdton, 

to cochiude that there had not been any conspiracy. kes Then Rankin added that if it was 

believed that Oswald had worked for the FBI -it would not-be possible to convince the country 

that there had been no conspiracy! 
TN Low Vavitderp 

Bu 7 : : oy, eee 8 : 
n plain Engyish, - twas not going to investigate the crime iar and it aas going to 

conclude there had beenjino conspiracy, that Oswald was the lone assassin but if it was 
Dez



established that Oswald had worked for the FBI they would not be able to getatay with 

any Seport that said there had not been a conspiracye 

Boges told Rankin, "You are so right." Dulles added, "Oh, terrible. 

Boges continued, "Its implications of this are fantastic, don8t you think so? 

A, representing Dulles, agreed:"ferrific." ( SHS EXABIEX SEEK SWEERE 

le day this was transcribed thé @exat Pentagon much have been fresh out of 

exclamation pointse 

After Rankin said still again "there wontanl be anything to prove" that Oswald had 

worked for the FBI and “ulles tried to argue what.as not relevant in support of the FBI, sying 

saying he &id not "see the argument" Rankin raised, Yoges interrupted to say "I can Tin- 

. { : “ fy 
nediately GA — fue to bé interrupted in turn by Rankin, who tyold Dulles what Popes 

had in mind, +HG<PBI—twSaRI"They (the FBI) would like to have us fold up and quit." 

Boggs then (at the top of Page 13) pitched in with, "This closes the case, you See. 

Don't you see?" 

Dull»s then, having little real choifge, responded , adie I see that." 

Rankin continued explainigithe obvious to the former Lapel of alls 

Lewd ‘hea 
"They fevad vip mane There is nothing more be do. The Commission supports their 

onclusions, and we can all go home and that is the end of ite 

“juttta made still another 
AP Gey, still andther attempt to poohpooli all this for the FBI Boggs said, "I don't ever 

like to /ee this being taken down" (by the court reporter) 

Diles weabss grabbed onto that, agreeing and saying," think this record ought 

to be destroyed. Do you think we need a fecord of this?" 

What he Seriously mit was do we want antying like this kicking aound to be disclod 

f 

ddscovered and published. 

The answer attributed to A has to have been by Warren because he agreed that the 

record should be destroyed, as Rankin could not ao. [te added that the Commission had 

thal Ut wed 

already "said thetxm=amuweld have records of the meetings and so we called the reporter in 

~ . on ty WE 
the formal way. ff you think that what yé have said here should not be upon the record, 

can have it done that way. Of course it might..."
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Dulles, still desis hard, as some might think not entirely for the FBI but also 

for the CIA Huckukked drove home another restraint and restriction, saying,"The only 

copies of this cord should be kept right here," 

Boges has another worry: "I would hope that nkae of these records are circulu&ted to 

anybody." 

4, whose identity has to be guess, added, "I would hope so too." Meaney vat nobody 

would ever see the record they had just made. 

Rankin explained about these transcripts that they were given to the Commissioners and 

"if you aon} want them, those ary. the onl oe who get them but Sides himself." (Sic) 

on the Abed v 
G) His last words, the last wee we a, are ott the record." Immediately under that 

the court reporter noted "END", 

RSWEHEXK Howevery that executive session did continue, albeit "off the record," as 

Dulles proposed and the others agreed ¥6, Hox these of the hour and a had not tifden up 

by these 1h pages ofdouble-spaced typing, for more than another hour at the least. 

So, the panic-stricke@il Commission, shocked at the report that its only candidate for 
emergency 

assassin had worked for the FBI, gathered in TOP SRORRT executite session to -decide what 

to do ahout that report, wound up neither considerin§ nov.deciding what to do, confessed e 

that it lived in terror off the FBI, which had already decided for it what it wovld 

pretend € 0 be deciding for itself but actually would-be what the FBI wanted it to decide 

and then, recognizing the importance of its admission that xamz before it held its first 

hearing it had already decided, without any investigation at all, that there had. been, 

Loe vel Then début ‘ 
no conspiracy, theydecided to destroy thig wecord and suppress all ethers 

But they did, fortunately, overlook Ward & Paul's gtenotydbist's tape! Of uuicl we Ol 

Gp Be Mighr , it was transcrited for me it became apparent that the one thing not discussed at 

that executive session is the one thing for which under emergency conditions it was convoked: 

to,aeetd deliberate ahd decide what to do about reports that Oswald had worked for the FBI 

as an undercover agent. 

Instead five of the seven members of the Warren Commidsiion edmitted that they began. 

with the determination to find that there sailor be conspiracy, which means with the 

He 
preconception of Oswald' s lone guilt, and then, recognizehow disasterous it could be if



i fred 
any word of that got out, decided to destroy the sebona they had mdde of all of that. | ) 

Hows Ard that with the hiwtto ond ptighius he thectey haf (Anse ur df Mor boar ally) thea! 
They did decides tc go off the record and théy remained off the record from the 

records + have. “t appears that in the intensity of what followed xodering the reporter 

not to take any more of wend theysaid down and as happened separately, they ordered that 

what ayas taken down not be ‘written up ied typed. 

For any doubting spooks, kooks or diehard Commission apologists and defenders I cited 
. wei the at 

some of my documentation, enough to Btbalisht~eh basic facts (> le Ihe! hence. 

The executive session of January 22 was to have been Volume 5 of the Ward & Paul 

transcriptse on the log of these transerupts xk this entry is lined thorugh and the spaces 
for pesting. ~ are 
anforiiation relating to delivery ta blank. 

The next Ward & Paul job for the Commission was the January 27 executive session. Ht 

became Volume 5. 

ee 

The court reporter was sent to take the January 22 session down was named Cantore 

His first page number was to have been 127. That number was then -ssigned to the 

Januray 27 transcripte 

instead of the records of page numbers and copies made that line of the form identify= 

ing Cantor as the court reporter has webisvedte written in those spaces, "no write up- 

reporter's.=tenne notes confiscated by Commission." , ~ nm lyin, / 
by “4 ty hifen aw U/ hide wedh Ly fe 4 hy a 

and, relating to what +# saidin—the—preceeding-ehapter, that Rankin had not arranged 

for the court reporter to make a verbatim transcript of Russell's disagreements with the 
. é 

basic conclusion of th e Report, the last tome Ward & Paul proviced a court reporter to 

the Commission was poeee days earlier, on September 15, 
Tha a cu (pe Ly NMhwy D4th 

cords—here cited also establish what will in=—ine interest us, that 

Rankin also avpided having any court reporter present to take down the exact words of 

the Texans he asked to come to Washington amidst the secrecy it was impossihle to keep from 

the FBI, Between Janvary 21 and January 27 or between Volumes 4 and 5 there was no transcript 

and no reporter other than the abused Cantor was sent to the Commission. (Rankin paid the 
, 4. 

. . ah a : p SF } 0 IK Vt’ fb A VG his, - firm a disgraceful $25 only for the time of that reporter, Cantor, Glin Nev wei we 07 V4 

If readers are shooked by this elfposure of the actual Shenanigans of the eminences
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esethe Presidential Commission assigned to solve that crime and report on it, as I 

behieve all readers should be, they ovght not lose sight of the fact, whether from shock 

or indigation, that this was in fact not atypical, that it was in fact the way the Commission 

avoided investigating the crime itself while pretending to be conducting a diligent and 

careful investigation, as its Report boasts it did. 

As the Commission continued with its grim fatce of pretending to decide what to do 

about that report of Oswald as an FBI undercover agent, what this chaptér reports never 

changed. It got no better and, when they actually did get anpund to chatting about that 

report and what they should do, save for what is confessed in this chapter it wes perhaps 

even Worscée


